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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Accurate detection of the intended movement direction of a patient plays an important role in the development
of a training system for gait rehabilitation and enables to increase the effect of gait rehabilitation training.
OBJECTIVE: This study investigated the detection of the intended movement of a user to operate a ceiling rail-based
rehabilitative training system with accurate timing.
METHODS: To detect the movement direction intention of a user, two potentiometers were used to measure the movement
direction in the anterior, posterior, and left and right directions of the user when operating the driving motor of the rehabilitative
training system. A simple test mock-up with two potentiometers was fabricated, and the experiments were conducted to determine
the effect of the direction of movement on the measured values of potentiometers. A direction measurement algorithm was
developed to control the driving motor of the rail-based gait rehabilitative training system.
RESULTS: The intended movement direction of the user could be predicted for eight directions by combining the “positive
value, 0, negative value” of each measured value of the two potentiometers. Further, the developed algorithm was effectively
used to control the driving function to assist the walking, sitting–standing, and climbing up–down the step activities in daily life.
CONCLUSIONS: The movement intention detection function for users developed in this paper can be used to effectively
control a rehabilitative training system for patients with hemiplegia to improve gait movement and posture balance, thereby
improving their function of activities of daily living.
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1. Introduction

Gait is an action that causes movement from one place to another and promotes forward movement
of the center of the body through the movement of multiple joints and the pelvis and the continuous
movement of muscles [1], and it is the most basic action in daily activities. In recent years, the aging
population in major industrialized countries has been rapidly progressing, and consequently, the number
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of patients with arthritis, stroke, stroke-induced paralysis, etc. is increasing rapidly; further, it is expected
that the number of potential gait disturbance populations with a high probability of experiencing gait
disturbances will increase more rapidly with time [2]. Nevertheless, the physical environment in most
local communities is centered on people without disabilities. This limits the social participation of people
with disabilities, who are limited in their activities due to the loss of their independent mobility, which
is a factor that reduces the quality of life [3,4]. Thus, for them, the problem of mobility is the most
fundamental element in preventing social isolation and carrying out activities of daily living, which is a
problem that must be handled as a priority [5].

Various studies have been conducted worldwide to develop gait rehabilitative training systems for the
effective gait rehabilitation of people with mobility impairments using exoskeleton gait assist systems
and treadmills, etc. EKSO Bionics developed EKSO, a lower extremity exoskeleton system using four
electric motors for the hip and knee joints that operate only in the sagittal plane to improve the gait ability
of patients with spinal cord injury [6]. Lokomat is a gait rehabilitative training system developed by
Hocoma, which is a combination of a human wearable gait rehabilitative training system, a body weight
support system, and a treadmill, and research is under way to maximize the effect of the rehabilitative
training [7]. Studies were also conducted on the development of gait rehabilitation training systems using
a treadmill. Hesse investigated the effects of treadmill gait training on patients with hemiplegia [8,9].
Werner compared the training effects on gait training equipment and treadmill gait in subacute stroke
patients [10].

However, the treadmill gait shows a large difference compared to over-ground gait because it is difficult
to realize a natural gait motion on a treadmill driven by a motor and performed with a fixed position of a
user in a predetermined space. In addition, unlike treadmill gait, gait rehabilitation in daily environment
should be performed by determining the gait and the environment of the patient. If the gait motion is
performed without sufficient preparation, it is possible to cause a fatal injury to the patient [11]. Many
studies have been conducted to compare kinematics to determine the differences in the joint angles for
the treadmill and over-ground gaits and kinetics to identify the differences in the force such as joint
torque, etc. [12–14]. In particular, a number of studies have been conducted that compare the effects of
treadmill and over-ground gait training, particularly in patients with stroke and incomplete spinal cord
injury [15–17].

Hidler developed a ZeroG rehabilitation training system, which is a gait and balance training system
using a ceiling rail [18]. The developed equipment is used in studies on metabolic consumption and
muscle usage patterns of stroke-induced hemiplegia patients and incomplete spinal cord injury patients
in clinical practices of hospitals in the US [19,20]. However, the developed equipment has a power
cable connected for driving the motor, which leads to limitation in the space of use. Movement intention
detection technique plays an important role in patient gait rehabilitation by controlling the driving
motor of the gait rehabilitative training system with precise timing. The patient can easily perform the
rehabilitation activity as the technique measures the bio-signal related to the movement of the patient and
assists the movement at an appropriate timing. Kim developed a gait rehabilitation robot that secures the
arm freedom by detecting user intention through the application of precise gait tracking algorithm using
variable resistance and stereo camera [21].

Kim developed a ceiling rail-based rehabilitative training system through basic research on the design
of the mechanical part of the training system for gait rehabilitation using the battery power supply method
free from the power cable, and with the developed system, healthy adults performed activities of daily
living related to lower extremities [22,23]. This paper investigates the detection of the intended movement
direction to operate the ceiling rail-based rehabilitative training system with precise timing, and to this
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Fig. 1. Design concept of the gait rehabilitation system.

end, a simple test mock-up with two potentiometers was fabricated to develop a direction measurement
algorithm. This study also aims to confirm whether the direction measurement algorithm developed in
this paper can be utilized in the driving motor control of the rail-based gait rehabilitative training system
and can assist in the activities of daily living related to lower extremities.

2. System configuration

2.1. Overview of the gait rehabilitative training system based on a ceiling rail

The rail-type rehabilitative training system is a rehabilitation equipment for rail-based gait and postural
balance training, and it consists of the rail installed on the indoor ceiling, a trolley that provides the smart
driving and weight support functions for rehabilitative training, and a harness that the patient wears. In
this rehabilitative training system, a smart driving function helps in posterior-anterior driving, and the
body-weight support that controls the weight support level is connected to the patient wearing the harness
with a rope [22,23]. Figure 1 is a 3D design drawing of a gait rehabilitative system that provides smart
driving and body weight support. The overall dimensions are 610 mm long, 385 mm wide and 100.5 mm
high. Owing to the low indoor ceilings in Korean hospitals, the height was reduced to 100.5 mm, an
∼ 64% decrease from the original equipment, and the existing allowable dynamic load was increased
from 68 kg to 90 kg.

2.2. Design of the user intention detection function and test mock-up fabrication

The technique of detecting the movement of a patient in advance plays an important role in the main
motor control of the rehabilitative training system. In particular, patients with gait disorders with weakened
lower extremities function use an exoskeleton robot and a rehabilitative system with body weight support
to perform task-oriented training of activities of daily living such as gait motion, sitting-standing motion,
and climbing stairs. In this case, motor control of the rehabilitative system that exactly matches the
user’s motion can enhance the effect of rehabilitation of the lower extremities of the patient. The ceiling
rail-based rehabilitative training system enables customized weight support according to the degree of the
gait disorder of the patient, which allows the patient to undergo easier rehabilitation training and prevent
secondary risks such as falls. The patient is wired to the ceiling rail-based rehabilitative training system
to receive body weight support. It is important to accurately predict the direction of the movement of the
user for the patient to receive accurate body weight support from the training system.

Therefore, in this paper, we designed a mechanical part to detect the intention of the user’s movement
direction. The gait rehabilitative training system in Fig. 1 is connected to the patient’s harness via a
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Table 1
Comparison of gait stride between the healthy adults, the elderly and stroke patients
using a cane [24,25]

Subject Height (mm) Step length (mm) Angle (Θ, deg)
Healthy (20 ∼ 49 years)24 2,470 605.1 13.8
Elderly (60 ∼ 79 years)24 2,470 590 13.4
Stroke with cane25 2,470 375 8.6
Test bed

Simulated elderly 400 100 14.0
Simulated stroke step 400 50 7.1

Fig. 2. Design of motion detection part using two potentiometers.

rope in the lower part. As the patient moves, the direction of the rope changes, thus enabling accurate
measurement of the movement of the patient. Step motor (FASTECH, Korea) and load cell (CASKOREA,
Korea) are used as control the length of wire. Figure 2 shows the potentiometer (Copal Electronics,
Japan), which can measure two directions of movement – anterior-posterior and medio-lateral – of
the wire connected to the patient, wire guide frame jig for the accurate measurement of change in the
potentiometer according to the movement direction of the wire. In particular, the u-shaped wire guide
frame jig is designed to move the wire smoothly even when moving at 45◦ in four directions along with
the anterior – posterior and medio – lateral directions; further, to prevent the wire from breaking because
of repeated friction, the wire connection was smoothly machined.

3. Method

3.1. Simulation method for user movement direction prediction algorithm

The parameter related to the movement direction of the wire connected to the ceiling rail-based gait
rehabilitative training system is the movement angle for each direction of the wire. The movement of
wires in each direction based on the movement of the patient creates a certain angle with the direction
of gravity. In this regard, we analyzed step lengths of healthy adults, the elderly, and patients with
hemiplegia. The examined step length values are shown in Table 1 [24,25]. The average step lengths
of the healthy adults, the elderly, and patients with hemiplegia were 605.1 mm, 590 mm, and 375 nm,
respectively. Considering the installation height of the gait rehabilitative training system, as shown in
Fig. 3, the movement angles of the wires to the direction of gravity per step of healthy adults, the elderly,
and the patients with hemiplegia show wire movement angles of 13.8◦, 13.4◦, and 8.6◦, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Wire angle simulation according to the gait motion.

Fig. 4. Test mock-up using two potentiometers.

Based on these analyses, to test the similar angles to the gravitational direction according to the
movement of healthy adults, the elderly, and patients with hemiplegia, a test mock up (dimensions:
400 mm, height; 100 mm each, width and length) was fabricated as shown in Fig. 4. The intended
movement detection mechanism installed in this mock-up showed similar movement for healthy adults
and the elderly with the wire angle to the gravity direction changing to 14◦ when the end of the wire
moved 100 mm according to the direction. On the other hand, the wire angle to the direction of gravity
when only 50 mm was moved was measured, and it was found to be similar to that of patients with
hemiplegia at 7.1◦.

In order to verify the function of the developed user intention detection in Fig. 4, a test mock-up was
fabricated as shown in Table 1. The values of the two potentiometers as the wire direction of the test
mock-up changed were collected using a LabVIEW program. Figure 5 shows the front panel of the
LabVIEW program and the program source for the block diagram.

For accurate wire movement detection, at the bottom of the test mock up, as shown in Fig. 6, the
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Fig. 5. LabVIEW program for data acquisition.

Fig. 6. Virtual line for accurate movement of the wire.

imaginary lines that mark the exact points at 50 mm and 100 mm were checked according to the eight
directions: anterior (Anterior, A), posterior (Posterior, P), right (Right, R), left (Left, L), anterior-left
(Anterior-left, AL), anterior-right (Anterior-right, AR), posterior-left (PL), and posterior-right (PR). For
the movement direction prediction algorithm, values of two potentiometers were measured when the
wire connected to the test mock up performed pendular movements of 50 mm and 100 mm in the four
directions (AP, LR, AL-PR, and AR-PL).

4. Results and discussion

When the wires of the test mock-up were moved in eight directions, the values of the two potentiometers
of anterior-posterior (PAP) and medio-lateral directions (PML) showed the result of the four pendular
motions, as shown in Fig. 7. In the four potentiometer measurement graphs in Fig. 7, the positive (+)
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Fig. 7. Results of two potentiometers according to eight directions.

Fig. 8. Prediction algorithm for the movement intention of the patient using the results of two potentiometers.

directions of AP, LR, AL-PR, AR-PL were defined as the A, R, AR, and AL directions, and the negative
(−) directions were defined as the P, L, PL, and PR directions.

Using the results of the two potentiometers with the wire’s movement in eight directions, an algorithm
to predict the user’s intention of the movement direction was developed, as shown in Fig. 8. For easier
understanding, the right eight directions in Fig. 8 are shown using two potentiometer values. On the
other hand, the amplitudes of the angle measurement of the potentiometer for distinguishing 50 mm and
100 mm tended to be inconsistent, but the combination of (+), (−), and (0) was in agreement.

The driving motor control test of the gait rehabilitative training system based on the ceiling rail was
directly performed using the user movement direction prediction algorithm developed in this paper. As
a result, the trolley of the gait rehabilitative training system moved to the anterior direction when the
wire moved in A, AL, and AR directions, and the trolley moved to the posterior direction when the wire
moved in the P, PL, and PR directions. When the wire moved to only the left and right, we checked that
the trolley did not move from its place to prevent possible falls.

This movement direction prediction algorithm can be used for rehabilitation training that performs
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Fig. 9. Apparatus of the gait and sitting motion using the motion detection function of the rehabilitation training system.

activities related to actual lower extremity movements in daily living. As shown in Fig. 9, it was confirmed
that the trolley of the gait rehabilitative training system moved along with the user using the driving
motor according to the user’s movement direction. When the user performs dynamic movement training
such as gait movement, the user moves in the anterior direction. In accordance with the user’s gait speed,
the trolley served as a movement aid in the user’s posterior side and performed body weight support
functions.

Furthermore, the sitting-standing motion was performed at one place where the chair is located;
however, the user’s center of gravity moves back and forth slightly according to the sitting-standing
motion. At this time, the trolley will move slightly in the A and P directions for safe body weight support
as the angle of the wire changes. In this way, the safety of this system was confirmed during the movement
test in healthy adults before experimenting with elderly people and hemiplegia patients. In future research,
we plan to test the algorithm for predicting user’s movement direction in elderly, and patients with
hemiplegia.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigated the user’s movement intention detection to operate the ceiling rail-based
rehabilitative training system with precise timing. A simple test mock up with two potentiometers was
fabricated, and the experiments were conducted to determine the change in measured values of the
potentiometers based on the movement direction; eight directions including anterior, posterior, left
and right movements, were considered. We were able to predict the user movement intention for eight
directions according to the combination of “positive value, 0, and negative value” using the measured
values of the two potentiometers.

The direction measurement algorithm developed in this paper was used to control the driving motor
of the rail-based gait rehabilitative training system, and it was confirmed that it was effectively used
to control the driving function to assist the gait, sitting-standing, and climbing up-down stairs motions
in daily life. The user’s movement intention detect function developed in this paper is expected to be
effectively used to control the training system for rehabilitation of patients with hemiplegia to improve
their gait motion and posture balance, which will help enhance their quality of life.

However, the potentiometer sensor used in this paper was not accurate enough to directly distinguish
the difference in the angle to the gravity direction coming from the difference in step length between
patients with hemiplegia and healthy adults. In future research, we plan to use high-precision angle
sensors such as encoders that can distinguish the angle change of wires according to the movement of the
hemiplegia patients.
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